How do we define the third space?
As universities expand and ‘traditional’ academic career opportunities contract, third
space academics – who serve not only scholarship but institutional priorities – are
emergent. According to McFarlane (2011), third space academics are neither
exclusively teaching-focussed nor exclusively research-orientated, yet they participate
in intellectual communities and bring an academic skill base to bear on the provision
of university services.
The role of the third space academic usually defines where this space might be
situated in an organisation and informs its relationship with partner units and faculty
services. Further to this, the remit and function of the third space role greatly
influences its effectiveness and reach.
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Who occupies the third space?
(CLICK) to put it simply: hybrid education professionals.
(CLICK) While there might be a myriad of different descriptors – and there are
slippages between the various monikers and their function – all such roles depend
greatly upon the ability of those in the third space to function as academics in a
professional context. Teaching and subject coordination experience is a critical
component of the mix making possible fruitful and respectful partnerships with
faculty and also the empathy to support and work with early and late career
academics. More often than not these positions are advertised as fixed noncontinuing contracts.
This of course has its downsides, writing under the The Anonymous Academic
moniker in The Guardian recently, a Third Space contracted University employee
wrote:
“I have met many professionals who work in research and student support, IT,
libraries, learning and teaching, all of whom have a wealth of academic experience
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but work on a professional contract. We often struggle with identity, career
progression and acknowledgement of the effort that goes into juggling the dual roles
of being a professional and an academic … I didn’t understand how being listed as a
professional who carries out academic work would impact my promotion prospects. I
now realise that some academics see me as someone who is just there to help them,
while others see me as purely academic. But it’s also an inherent feature of the job:
it’s hard to focus your work when you spread yourself thinly. Moving up within the
institution is difficult when others are specialised, and you feel you do a bit of
everything.
The Anonymous Academic (2017) Work in an academic-professional hybrid role? Say
goodbye to career progression, The Guardian, September 17 2017
https://www.theguardian.com/higher-education-network/2017/sep/29/workacademic-professional-hybrid-role-say-goodbye-career-progression
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In an industrial context, the third space academic operates within an already
precarious job market, and reflects current trends.
(CLICK) Roles are split fairly evenly between fixed-term and continuing appointments
with the majority of the continuing contracts reserved for managerial or directorial
roles. The wage bracket for these positions is not consistent between institutions – or
sometimes even within institutions - in relation to function and responsibility.
(CLICK) If we look at a frequency word map of the language employed by universities
in recruiting employees to these roles - these “educators”, “designers”, “innovators”,
“developers” - are invariably expected to have management experience, team skills,
technology awareness and a strong research profile.
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The larger concern of course is that these roles – and there have been over 40
advertised in the last 12 months in Australia - are supplementing teaching and
administrative capacity within universities at a time when the job market is fairly
stagnant in terms of the provision of new continuing academic positions.
(CLICK) The statistics when positioned against figures from the Department of
Education and Training collected between 2007 and 2016 may in fact indicate that the
third space is becoming a new academic profile with the tertiary sector.
We already know from these figures that there has been a shift towards casualization
of the tertiary academic workforce. In terms of new academic contracts, there has
been an increase of some 45% in fractional appointments while there has only been a
21% increase in full time academic roles.
In terms of the function of these roles, there has only been a modest 10% increase in
“teaching and research” positions – perhaps, your classic traditional academic work
profile – while there has been a huge investment in “teaching only” positions seeing
an increase of some 240% during the same period. Which, given the employment
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numbers, must therefore be largely made up of fractional appointments and/or fixed
term contracts – your classic adjunct or sessional work profile.
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(CLICK) At the same time of course we have seen considerable increase in roles that
are classified as non-academic by 26%. This is a significant growth considering that
this constitutes 55% of the Australian tertiary workforce.
(CLICK) If we look at the numbers across the non-academic classification profile:
“General Institutional Overhead Services” have increased by 44%, Student Services by
82% while Academic Support has only seen a 10% increase.
Given the recent proliferation of Third Space roles advertised in 2016/2017 the next
wave of employment data should be quite revealing.
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The Curriculum Design Lab at the University of Melbourne was established by the
Faculty of Arts in July 2016 and is indicative of the Third Space, both in terms of its
design and its temporary nature.
EXTRA
(The positions come to an end on July 1 of this year. The faculty has committed to
renewing the positions, however these will go out to the open job market leaving
each member of the team exposed to the great unknown of such a process).
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The CD Lab however is responsible for more than just curriculum design, currently we
are engaged with:
(CLICK) professional development for early career academics
(CLICK) developing active learning strategies for the classroom
(CLICK) implementing technology initiatives
(CLICK) building knowledge networks
(CLICK) developing and building capacity in staff
(CLICK) testing and evaluating initiatives
(CLICK) socialising innovation and best practice
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So, where is this third space?
(CLICK) The Curriculum Design Lab sits inside the Arts Faculty’s Teaching & Learning
ecosystem. (CLICK) It is also part of a broader support network that includes other
faculties and research centres, such as the The Williams Centre for Advancing
Learning in the Faculty of Business and Economics, the central Learning Environments
team and the Centre for the Study of Higher Education.
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So, where is this third space?
Essentially, in an organisational context the third space is an in-between space,
(CLICK) moving between an organisation’s various professional service capacities and
more academically minded teaching and learning programs.
Yet reform in the classroom and in the curriculum requires new work flows and the
introduction of new paradigms. In order to be effective reformists a third space
academic must leverage existing capacity in the teaching and learning portfolio to
facilitate a more integrated approach to – and argument for - change.
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Within the Curriculum Design Lab, our individual academic expertise across a variety
of discipline areas means that our approach is not only multi-disciplinary but
demonstrates the type of cross-disciplinary collaboration we hope to engender in the
BA program.
(CLICK) So on the one hand we have an academic profile …
(CLICK) Alongside this – or intertwined with it, perhaps - is a management profile …
We believe this could prove to be foundational in building more interdisciplinary
opportunities across the Arts curriculum.
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So, how do we define the third space?
(CLICK) As I have already alluded to, it is an in-between space, providing new
pathways for collaboration and knowledge integration.
(CLICK) The third space is therefore also a knowledge network
This is a space of dialogue and knowledge exchange that facilitates conversations and
encourages dialogue between academics and other teaching and learning services
(CLICK) The third space reflects societal change
• An understanding – and application - of broader societal concerns. These are what
we might consider as liberal arts concerns around public service – such as equality,
social justice, Indigenous perspectives, democratic values and personal well-being.
• Again, this is another variant of the in-between space, but in this context we are
fostering connections between the curriculum, the classroom and the publics and
the manner in which these connections are articulated within a discipline’s
curriculum portfolio.
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(CLICK) The third space is also a data space
Work within the Arts and Social Sciences disciplines must be ready to embrace data
and the systems that make the analysis of data a technique of both research and of
pedagogy.
EXTRA
As Julia Flanders from Northeastern University argues, to leverage the potential of
well modelled data we need to embrace well designed “smart tools”. Smart tools
Flanders warns, does not negate the need for smart data, instead our ability as
researchers to recognise the substance and details of quality data modelling will
make for a richer humanities research experience and in the context of the third
space, more interesting humanities pedagogy.
(Flanders, J. 2016 The Shape of Data,
http://sites.middlebury.edu/dla/2016/04/11/the-shape-of-data/)
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Another key element lies at the intersection of curriculum design and technology.
Although technology informs much of what we do as academics and facilitates much
of what students do in pursuit of their education, in the context of the Melbourne
Arts program, real systemic change has not occurred as it has in another sectors.
(CLICK) It is clear that higher education is the next site of widespread technological
disruption. Although many would argue this was set in train some time ago with poor
ill-timed investments in one technology panacea or another. We have all toiled away
with services that lumber along at a glacial pace because of bad technology
investment that cannot be upgraded or replaced at a reasonable face-saving cost.
To keep abreast of this process of disruption, we must acknowledge the emergent
technological conditions that would now seem inevitable:
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(CLICK) A move away from restrictive, clunky and unintuitive LMS systems
(CLICK) A questioning of the efficacy and value of learning analytics (and the lack of
reciprocation)
(CLICK) A new wave of digitisation (3D object scanning, site acquisition, VR
simulation and AR enhanced environments)
(CLICK) Alternative assessment models that integrate digital media production and
publishing
(CLICK) Genuine partnerships with technology companies and content creators to
build fit for purpose learning tools
(CLICK) Curatorship of digital (and analogue) content into meta-data driven semantic
databases
(CLICK) The production – and licencing - of high-end media content
The layering of digital platforms and network systems – or stacks as Benjamin
Bratton has observed – and the comingling of digital media content is reinforcing the
perception of education as commodity and the student as consumer. Besides the
obvious neo-liberal agenda at work here, we should be cognisant of what this means
in terms of competing for screen real estate - not only with other education providers
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- but with other forms of media content.
(CLICK) And finally, flexible and interchangeable subject offerings across institutions
via micro accreditation and open data sharing between institutions
This might seem like a radical idea, but centralised open data and shared meta-data
pillars could provide students with a detailed appraisal of the specific elements of
discipline offerings between institutions and the ability to self-direct their education
at a macro level.
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A city like Melbourne, with a geographic concentration of reputable universities with
a mix of technical capacity and discipline expertise, could offer an inter-campus interinstitutional degree model.
(CLICK) This does not negate the need for a degree - obviously a version of this is
already taking place online through Open Universities Australia (OUA) - but this does
change what we imagine a degree can be. Students need skills, knowledge and the
industry smarts to think critically about a world that is changing rapidly beyond the
walls of the academy. They therefore need to be able to respond in real time. So how
do we package that so it is fit for sophisticated consumption while also being
accessible and transparent?
EXTRA
We can certainly re-align what prestige means. A blended cross-institutional model
built on open data and defined by micro-credits would draw attention to studentselected skill-sets and staff driven knowledge expertise. This could help employers
better target graduates and for graduates to better articulate the design of their
chosen academic pathway. I would imagine the problem of ”degree prestige” will also
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fade as the model takes hold and what becomes prestigious is the knowledge itself
and who is facilitating it rather than the badge that validates it. Here we are drilling
down into the expertise of individuals, the design of the curriculum and the
leveraging of the institutional resources that support them. This is not then about the
image of prestige but what constitutes, builds and sustains distinguished outcomes.
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Digital Literacy Needs to Recognise the Evolution of the Digital
Currently, many gaps exist not only in technical skills but also digital literacy when we
talk about technological capacity.
(CLICK) The gap can often be wide, not only between staff and student but also
between curriculum and industry expectations. The common fix is often the most
economical - just a fiddle around the edges of delivery – a Padlet wall here a video
over there a poll everywhere. Underwood and Farrington-Flint (2015) refer to the
metaphor of ’classroom orchestration’ when discussing the “alignment of the design
of technology learning experiences with pedagogic practice.”
This is a critical point - to implement technology successfully it must be an
authoritative act. In much the same way as academics are viewed as arbiters of
authoritative knowledge (Lea, 2009) - with the provision of curated media content,
internet resources and reference material - so to must the implementation of
technology carry a similar sense of trust, competence and value.
EXTRA
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Furthermore, we must view digital media literacy as a shared experience between
learner and educator – it must be a deliberate collaborative act. This needs to be
written into the manifesto of any Arts faculty strategy and inform the graduate
attributes of its students.
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Therefore, sitting alongside traditional attributes we might consider engagement with
technology to be an innate element of the profile of the 21st Century Arts graduate
and the participatory citizen they aspire to be.
This should recognise graduates who are cognisant of and active participants in:
(CLICK)
- digital citizenship
- online identity management
- the protection and promotion of personal privacy
- evaluating, verifying and maintaining the integrity of information
- contributing to the cultural life of one’s community (online and off)
These are all dependent on engagement with not only what we understand to be
digital literacy at an institutional level but digital literacy at an industrial and cultural
level. This requires an ability to communicate effectively – and critically – across
complex digital media channels through the act of making. We have an opportunity
here to look at digital media as high-order organisational complexity.
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Literacy infused with digital media should be seen as an opportunity to push towards
the next layer of complexity within the digital literacy toolkit. By this I mean, media as
production: the creation of media using image, sound, text and design elements to
critically engage with, comment upon and interrogate knowledge.
Lowgren and Reimer call this “collaborative media” suggesting that we are not just
authoring texts – in a traditional media studies context – but designing new
“infrastructures”. (Lowgren & Reimer , 2013) In terms of a transitioning future work
force for Arts graduates this is a critical distinction as new appointments not only call
for critical thinking but also creative thinking and the ability to design new systems
and new paradigms using a mix of old and new media.
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We must also recognise that for our students media production operates in a sphere
that they are intimately familiar with. It is a space in which they feel they can express
themselves and construct dialogue and make meaning. (CLICK)
Working with sophisticated arrangements of image, text and graphics is not easy to
do well but it can be an empowering act. For it is directly associated with the types of
digital media systems students encounter every day. It is even the medium we as
educators are increasingly choosing as the format to package their education and
broadcast it back to them.
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Of course, this presents a number of assumptions about young people and
technology. One might ask, why do we need to teach digital media literacy to digital
natives – don’t they already have all of this stuff on board? To curate a Tumblr archive
or shoot a panoramic photo is a sophisticated technological act but it doesn’t
constitute a proficiency in media production. (CLICK) According to the recent
Foundation for Young Australians New Work Order report (FYA, 2016) a quarter of
young people in fact demonstrate a low proficiency in digital literacy. The report also
highlights the fact that the demand for enterprise skills – creativity, critical thinking
and digital literacy – are all on the rise.
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We also assume that the competent use of one form of technology therefore means
a person has mastery over technology in all its forms. The Adobe Education report,
Gen Z in the Classroom, while mirroring some of the FYA findings indicates that there
is a “nervousness” around technology’s role in the future work place and concern
that technology might in fact inhibit their ability to “think outside the box”.
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It is also inadequate to presume that emerging teaching staff have the skills and
experience to deploy new technologies with the appropriate levels of ease and
authority. So, in terms of this new digital literacy – the new digital normal - we have
to look at both student and staff competencies within liberal Arts programs.
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This will require a new provision of technology support that goes well-beyond
traditional academic scholarly services.
(CLICK) It is time that we accept the use of office products, cloud computing, learning
management systems and mobile computing as the base-line literacy for the
provision of education. Scott Rodgers, from Birkbeck in London, has noted this
constitutes what we could consider the basic operational model for digital humanities
research and teaching pedagogy.
(CLICK) Rodgers cites Katherine Hayles who posits this as the prefiguring of our
‘embodied virtuality’ in which the act of being digital in an academic context “is
inherently about transformations to the cognitive and embodied environments of
academic life at the level of the habitual or every day.” (Rodgers, 2017)
(CLICK) It follows then that the New Media Consortium’s 2016 Horizon report points
to “Creative Literacy” as the next evolutionary step of a contemporary digital literacy
framework for students, staff and the networks that support them.
(See: NMC 2016 Horizon Report https://www.nmc.org/news/nmc-releases-horizon-
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project-strategic-brief-on-digital-literacy/)
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This view is supported by the recently released Digital Literacy Framework produced
by the University of Melbourne’s Digital Scholarship division that frames a research
matrix with a number of capabilities including the ability to “create information”
using a range of conventions and technologies and to “build networks to collaborate
and connect”.
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The Melbourne Digital Literacy Framework was informed by the Seven Elements of
Digital Literacy guide produced in 2014 by JISC in the UK which also cites information
literacy as another key element of this mix.
By placing media production skills into the digital literacy framework empowers
students with a range of tools to accomplish the types of interdisciplinary project
tasks that are increasingly becoming an industry expectation across diverse industry
sectors such as marketing, health, government and education.
In this context we need to consider students not as consumers of content but as
producers of content.
As educators we have to better understand how we can play a shared role in the
development of our students. It follows then that the Third Space academics in
partnership with the various administrative and research arms of the University
system have an important ongoing role in making the Arts and Social Sciences
curriculum practical, progressive and relevant to the student, the academy and
industry.
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(See: JISC (2014) Seven Elements of Digital Literacy, https://www.jisc.ac.uk/fullguide/developing-digital-literacies)
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